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Purpos~. The purpose of the. study was to determine the
extent to which the relative importance of specific goals and
objectives held forteacherprepa:ratioll programs va.ry between
master teachers, university teacher education department chair-
men, and consortium representatives ..
Procedures. Comparisons of the rankings of goals and
objectives held for teacher preparation programs were made
bet\'-leen master teachers and teacher education department chair-
men, between master teachers and consortium representatives,
and between teacher education department chairmen and consortium
representatives by using Spearman-Rho rank-order correlational
techniques to determine the strength of the relationship
between the respective groups.
Findings. There is a significant negative relationship
between the perceptions of master teachers and education
department chairmen concerning the relative importance of
specific goals and objectives held for teacher preparation
programs. There is a significant negative relat.ionship between
the perceptions of education department chairmen and consortium
representatives.. There is a significant positive relationship
between the perceptions of master teachers and consortium
representatives ..
Conclusions. There is similarity in the relative
importance assigned specific goals and objectives of teacher
education programs by master teachers and consortium representa-
tives. There is no identifiable relationship between teacher
education department chairmen and consortium representatives ..
There is disagreement in the direction of importance of goals
and objectives for teacher education programs between master
teachers and uriiversity teacher education department chairmen.
Recommendations.. Colleges and universities should seek
the advice and council of classroom teachers' representatives
in order to determine those things that teachers view as being
particularly important to their effectiveness. The u.S. Office
of Education, along with state and local accreditation agencies,
should address themselves to reviewing instructional needs of
the classroom teacher as perceived by the classroom teacher.
Similar research can be conducted examining factors such as
age, sex, experience, training, etc. of respondents to determine
if such demographic data relates to perceptions held as goals
and objectives for programs.
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INTRODUCTION
A survey of teachers in any city is likely to reveal
that many teachers feel that their training for professional
teaching has been inadequate. That view is corroborated. by
Spillane, who observed that many new teachers assigned to
schools in the nation's cities have indeed not received ade-
quate preparation and veteran teachers have had little say
in their training and retraining. He stated,
All the competency-based teacher education courses •••
leave the control of teacher education with the
colleges and the state departments of education which
have created our present intolerable situation. The
two groups which have the greatest stake in the result
of teacher training, teachers and school districts,
are left powerless. To give these two interest parties
a major share of control in the professional prepara-
tion of teachers would require a rethinking of much of
the philosophy and financing of public education.
Without such a shift in power, teacher eduration will
never achieve intellectual respectability.
The inadequacy of teacher preparation is frequently
seen in the quality of the interaction that takes place
between teachers and their pupils. Both the teacher and the
pupil bring certain personal needs and goals with them to the
classroom environment. As each acts, the other assimilates
lRobert R. Spillane and Dorothy Levenson, "Teacher
Training: A Question of Control, Not Content," phi Delta
Kappan, 57 (March, 1976), 435.
1
some effect upon the
teacher,is perceived by
these acts· according to his
after the teacher acts, the
pupil; the pupil's actIn
~ho may then modify his subsequent actions according to his
t
training. It is· within this process that the quality of
teacher preparation ex.erts its influence upon the teaching-
learning environment and thus· influences good teaching.
It is clear, however, that the characteristics of a
'good teacher' have been difficult to define precisely. In
some schools, rating techniques have permitted and encouraged
persons other than the teacher himself to define the optimal
conditions for learning in his classroom. By overlooking the
teacher's, intentions as a relevant criterion base, classroom
effectiveness unfortunately has been defined as something
quite apart from the goals of its teacher, independent of his
motivation and disconnected from any self-definition of success.
If a teacher is able to meet the broad objective of
enabling each student to be a productive, self-a~tualiz.ing
individual, it will require his best efforts and all of the
skill and ability he has. Not all teachers achieve this goal,
but those who strive to meet the individual needs of their
students know that it is difficult to communicate effectively
with the wide range and abilities of human beings. One who
does this unusually well is sometimes referred to as a master
teacher who according to John:
1. Is knowledgeable about subject matter and is him-
self a continual learner.
2. Develops ··inc~ildren th.:a.bilityto question arid
we.igh information given·· by .others.
3. Is· respect.ful·· of children 'sways of thinking and
acting.
4. Observes children.'sbehavio.r indifferentsitua.-
tions a.ndnotestransferorlack of transfer of
learning processes.
5. Is concerned with current issues and helps ···relate
school learnings to·· them•
6. Is able to do honest self-evaluation that becomes
directive·infuture·behavior.
7. Is· a ··logical ,well-organized person as a result of
established well-defined objectives.
8. Has marked enthusiasm in working with oi:hers.and
is not afraid of emotional interaction with them. l
Where does a prospective teacher learn these traits?
Speaking to continual teacher training, John continued:
If the teacher must be a resource specialist and
a methodologist par excellence, then colleges and
universities should provide the broad training that
would help to produce this kind of teacher. Many
current teacher training programs would fall far
short of the mark. Given the current teacher sur-
plus, only the truly outstanding candidate will be
able to get a teaching position. The School of
Education in the university should assume the re-
sponsibility for producing a limited number of
teachers who are truly outstanding due to the unique
training program in which they have participated;
such individuals have Master Teacher potential.
The teacher of the technological era will need
a broader range of information about his world and
the people that inhabit the earth than has been
needed in the past. Can the university provide this
broader knowledge in a way that will have some util-
itarian value for the prospective teacher? Can the
university provide direct experiences in dealing
with other cultures via travel so that the teacher
will have some personal experiences to serve as a
reality base for him as he aids students in finding
out about the people in our world? TeaCher training
programs could be designed to give extensive training
IMartha Tyler John, ltRationale and Recommendations
for a Graduate Training Program," Journal of Education, 155
(October, 1972), 41-44.
in theuseofmediaandpracticeiIllOcatiIigres6urces
on a variety of topics. Does the typical college
research paper provide experiences with locilting
and using multi-media andinformationresQurcesthat
will enable the teacher ... to .serv.e as .. a. guide for. the
multiple topics initiated· by ·today'sinquisitive·· young-
ster?
For the outstanding teacher of the future a longer
apprenticeship in several different classrooms might
be advisable. This would allow the teacher trainee
to observe and practice a number of teaching skills.
Research On imitation indicates that exposure to a
number of models allows the imitating subject to be-
come more eclectic in the development of his·own
unique style. l
Are teacher preparation institutions aiding potential
teachers in assuring that they will. become "Master Teachers?"
Speaking to the new responsibilities that today's
teachers face, Minelli recounted the abilities and attitudes
that the Master Teacher must have to educate America's youth
in the ever-changing future. "The 'new breed' must be," he
said,
1) mature, intelligent, insightful, and ingenious--a
universal man possessing a professional, liberal,
specialized education; 2) student oriented--must know
the student's needs and be able to bring about changes
in his behavior; 3) an instructional specialist, famil-
iar with the latest instructional media, able to per-
form with a high degree of efficiency, employing
instructional techniques with great precision; 4) a
versatile person able to function effectively under a
variety of circumstances and in a constantly changing
instructional setting; 5) skilled in the identifica-
tion and development of specifically measurable objec-
tives that reflect student needs in the cognitive,
affective and psychomotor domains; 6) skilled in de-
signing appropriate learning experiences and evaluating
student progress and teaching effectiveness; 7) capable
of working cooperatively with others as a team planner
1John, p. 41.
5and teacher; B} asu.perJ;'.ea.J.istwithpp-to..datelcnowledge
of the world of work. l
Demands for an ever-increasing level of educational
achievement have precipitated an unprecedented need for
effective teachers in the schools today. How to select,
educate, and assign the constant flow of personnel enterin.g
the teaching profession is still an uncertainty. Onereason
for this uncertainty is the difficulty in defining, measuring,
and evaluating teacher effectiveness and teacher training.
Statement of the Problem
The accumulation of data through insightful evaluation
of teacher education prQgrams must be a continuous process
if such programs are to be improved. It is clear, however,
that the criteria by which programs should be evaluated must
be well established and reflect the input of a variety of
sources. While many universities and public school officials
have initiated collaborative training activities to provide
better preparation for future and present teachers, better
processes of developing criteria for teacher education pro-
grams may be required if programs for teacher development are
to be improved. A frequently overlooked input into the process
of goal setting and the development of objectives held for
teacher preparation programs is that of the master teacher.
It is likely that the addition of such input could achieve
IErnest Minelli, "A New Breed of Teacher," American
Vocational Journal, 47 (February, 1972),73.
6the desirable effect of providing continuous diagnostic
feedback for program development and revision and thereby
facilitate the improvement of the individual teacher trainee.
Although it may not be desirable to provide program develop'"
ment and revision based on teachers' practical experiences
alone, combined with research and other informed opinions
such inputs may result in more effective design, implementa-
tion and evaluation criteria for teacher preparation programs.
Presently, however, there is little information con-
cerning the perceptions of successful teachers about the
necessary ingredients for effective teacher preparation.
It is important, therefore, to examine whether or not master
teachers hold similar views about the ingredients necessary
for effective teacher preparation as those traditionally held
and exemplified by university teacher education programs and
by criteria established for teacher preparation programs by
the National Consortium of Competency Based Education centers
currently used for describing and evaluating competency-based
teacher education programs.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent
to which the relative importance of specific goals and objec-
tives held for teacher preparation programs vary among master
teachers, university teacher education department chairmen,
and established criteria for teacher competency-based teacher
programs.
The following research questions were examined:
1. What, if any, relationship exists between the
perceptions of master teachers and teacher education depart-
ment chairmen concerning the relative importance of specific
goals and objectives held for teacher preparation programs?
2. What, if any, relationship exists between the
perceptions of teacher education department chairmen and
consortium representatives concerning the relative importance
of specific goals and objectives held for teacher preparation
programs?
3. What, if any, relationship exists between the
perceptions of master teachers and consortium representatives
concerning the relative importance of specific goals and
objectives held for teacher preparation programs?
Hypotheses of the StUdy
The questions above led to the following hypotheses
to be tested:
1. There is no relationship between the perceptions
of Master Teachers and those of education department chairmen
concerning the relative importance of specific goals and
objectives held for teacher preparation programs.
2. There is no relationship between the perceptions
of education department chairmen and consortium representatives
of the National Consortium of Competency Based Teacher Educa-
tion concerning the relative importance of specific goals and
objectives held for teach~reducationprograms.
3. There is no relationship between the perceptions
of Master Teachers and members of the National Consortium of
Competency Based Teacher Education concerning the relative
importance of specific goals and objectives held for teacher
education programs.
Definition.of Terms
1. Master Teacher - A teacher selected as the IITeacher
of the Year" in each state. This teacher represents a model
for that state as a good (effective) teacher. The selection
of Teacher of the Year is conducted in each state by the state
education agency using specified criteria that determines that
selection.
2. Established Criteria for Teacher Education Programs-
The goals and objectives that have been incorporated into a
set of criteria for describing and assessing competency based
teacher education programs by the National Consortium of Com-
petency Based Education Centers.
3. Teacher Education Department Chairmen - The chairmen
of accredited departments of teacher education located in
Midwestern colleges and universities, whose departments are
responsible for the training of classroom teachers.
4. consortium Representatives - The four individuals
who had a major role in the editing and compiling of the Cri-
teria for Describing and Assessing Competency-Based Education
Programs which were developed and published by the National
9Consortium of Competency.Ba.sedE:ducation Centers ..
Significance of the Study
Many teachers experience frustration and difficulty
in the classroom, possibly because they have not received
the kind of training they need for more successful exper-
iences. It is not uncommon to hear teachers express the
view that they learned more about teaching during their
first year of teaching than during their total period of
formal study. Thus, teacher training programs are accused
of failing to prepare teachers to perform successfully.
In the past, teachers have had little input into
decisions made about programs designed for teacher prepara-
tion. These programs have been determined almost exclusively
by state departments of education and accreditation agencies.
It is clear, however, that programs must consider the needs
of the teacher, as perceived by the teacher, if they are to
become more effective.
This study examined whether master teachers, those
selected within each state as Teacher of the Year, held views
relative to the goals and objectives of teacher training pro-
grams that are consistent with those held by teacher education
department chairmen and exemplified by a set of criteria esta-
blished to evaluate competency based teacher education programs.
If consistencies occur, then this would highlight the need to
consider teacher input when program goals and objectives are
10
developed. Such input could lead to the improvement of
teacher education programs.
This study is an extension ofa study previously done
by the author. The prior study concerned the same types of
comparisons as this study. The major difference was that
department chairmen were selected only from institutions of
higher education in the Midwest in the previous study.
Limitations
This study is limited in two re~pects:
First, only state Teachers of the Year were selected
for the 1975-76 school year teacher sample.
Se,cond, since the concern was with perceptions held
by identified groups, the major analysis concerned only that
characteristic of the participants.
Chapter 2
RELATED LITERATURE
A review of related literature indicat.ed that only
in the last few years has there been significant amounts of
research in teacher education with the major purpose of
improving programs and methods of training teachers.
Researchers are beginning to examine the criteria or
standards and competence levels which those who train
teachers must meet. One of the common problems of teacher
training education has been the lack of appropriate instru-
ments to evaluate the effectiveness of teacher training
programs. Another problem has been the profusion of cri-
teria viewed as important in teacher training programs and
indecision concerning who should have input in determining
these program criteria.
Cyphert attempted to summarize a review of all
studies conducted between 1955 and 1971 that dealt directly
with how teachers are prepared. His major conclusion was:
Research in teacher education has had a very limited
impact on the education of teachers • • • • Existing
research has been based upon such a variety of assump-
tions and theories that the data or conclusions of one
study have no relationship to the results of another. l
lFred R. Cyphert, "An Analysis of Research in Teacher
Education," Journal of.Teacher Education, 23 (Summer, 1972),
146.
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Smith observed that. teacher education programs,
••• have developed on the basis of meager and in-
adequate knowledge. acquired largely .fromthepractical
experiences of teachers, general psychological prin-
ciples, and studies in philosophy and the social
sciences. l .
Cyphert concluded that,
Current teacher education programs are organized
around the questions to which educators have answers,
even though modern teacher education researchers and
enlightened persons operating teacher preparation
programs agree that-these are not the crucial under-
standings required. In effect, we teach what we
know, even as we recognize that what we know isn't
very helpful to teachers. 2
Cyphert pointed out that although teacher education
research may have had a severely limited impact on training
programs nationally, it may have had considerable influence
upon practice at a given institution. He stated that most
teacher education research conducted in the past ten years
was designed to stimulate further research rather than to
produce actual change in teacher preparation. He contended
thi;lt.~~theoreticians and scholars in teacher education asked
dynamic questions such as: What student behaviors occur
when a teacher poses a question and how can a teacher be
taught to influence these behaviors?
Teacher education practitioners have based their
programs on questions and answers of a completely
different and more static order: What are the common
characteristics and attitudes of teachers? What are
the major facets of predominant educational philoso-
lB. Othanel Smith, ed., Research in Teacher Education:
American Educational Research Association S posium (Englewood
C lffs, N.J.: Prentlce-Ha11, 971, p.
2Cyphert, p. 145.
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phies? With what theories of learning should
teachers be familiar?l
Cyphert contended that in 1970 "fewer than ten per-
cent of research was concernedw.itb teachers and prospective
teachers as people.,,2 He concluded that there was consider-
able evidence that faulty research design strategy has been
a significant deterrent to the production of quantities of
valid knowledge in teacher education. He thinks that one
shortcoming centers around the apparent inability of investi-
gators to differentiate between exploratory research which
produces a kind of soft data needed when first probing a
target area, and the well-controlled studies, which extract
hard data utilizing clues from the preceding studies.
Many research efforts have used sophisticated designs
and complex statistical treatments when simple procedures
would have been sufficient, have failed to define and isolate
variables clearly, and have settled for a small effect from
a large number of variables instead of seeking large main
effects from a few crucial factors. 3 He further states,
There is little doubt that both the results and the
processes of research have had some impact on teacher
education, but whether research findings or processes
are most important remains an unresolved issue. There
are those who contend that teaching is such a uniquely
individual activity that merely engaging in and devel-
oping competence in the processes of research accrue
greater benefits to the student than do the products
1Cyphert, pp. 146-147.
2 I b i d . , p. 148.
31b i d., pp. 145-151.
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result from the research activity.. .. ... Today
there appears to bea. strong underc:urrent developing
postulates that teacher education should not
look to research in teaching for help in training
teachers; on the contrary·research must look to
teacher education for help in developing a science
of teacher behavior as a by product. of the proces.ses
teacher education .. l
According to Cyphert, the federal government, during
O's, markedly increased its funding efforts to improve
education. In 1964 research in teacher education
to mind such names as B. 0.. Smith, Hilda Taba and
Currently, producers of teacher education
results in names such as Northwest Regional Labora-
Stanford Center for Research and Development in
!!.f.lga.ctJlJ..I1lg, and the Texas Research and Development Center for
Education. 2
concerning research in teacher education, Gage distin-
guished three stages of knowledge derived from the research in
teacher education. UIn the first stage, knOWledge is already
being used in programs in teacher education. In the second
stage, knowledge is already available but not being used. And
in the third stage, desirable knowledge is not yet available.,,3
The remainder of this chapter is organized in the
following manner:
lcyphert, p. 149.
2I bi d•
3Nathaniel L. Gage, Teacher Effectiveness and Teacher
Education: The Search for a Scientific Basis (Palo Alto,
California: paclflc Books, 1972), p. 145.
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- Achieving Good Teacher Education Programs.
- New Design.s in Teacher Education Programs.
- Competency Based Teacher Education.
- Instrumentation for Evaluation of Teacher Training
Programs ..:
- Selected Issues in Teacher Education.
- Summary of Related Literature.
Achieving Good Teacher Education Programs
Teacher education has been the form of professional
training least respected by professionals and the
general public. Few teachers believe that their
expertise was gained in education courses. Few
parents concede that teachers have special access to
an esoteric body of knowledge. l
Departments of education have instituted programs of
teacher education while the profession argues over whether
it is known how to judge those competencies. What is basic-
ally needed is a reliable standard of measurement of what a
good teacher education program should consist of. Most new
programs that have appeared are merely bits and pieces of
old programs and have no real measure of validity. Spillane
and Levenson contend that teacher educators are arguing
about the content of the courses, not about the essential
issue which is the control of the courses.
lRobert R. Spillane and Dorothy Levenson, "Teacher
Training: A Question of Control, Not Content," Phi Delta
Kappan, 57 (March, 1976), 435.
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All of the competency-based teacher education courses
• • • leave the control of teacher education with the
colleges and the state depart:mente.ofeducation which
have created our present intolerable situation. The
two groups which have the greatest stake in the result
of teacher training! teachers and school districts,
are left powerless.
Their view is that in order to give these two inter-
ested parties a major share of control in the professional
preparation of teachers would require a rethinking of much
of the philosophy and financing of public education. They
feel that without this shift in power, .teacher education
will never achieve intellectual respectability.
A National Study Commission of Undergraduate Education
and the Education of Teachers, revealed:
.... that out of 90,000 teachers surveyed, almost
half said that there was little correlation between
what students thought education should be and the
actual reality of the college experience. Some
sixty-three percent thought that a student should
have a detailed grasp of knowledge in a specific
field and only twenty-seven percent thought they had
received no training. Nearly two-thirds of senior
class candidates thought that they had not received
enough advice and guidance from faculty and staff.
Nearly ninety-five percent of senior teacher candi-
dates said that coursework was of little value and
had no transference to actual classroom teaching and
another eighty-five percent felt that more attention
should be paid to the emotional growth of the student.
The survey showed that all wanted more and earlier
classroom experience. All agreed that the stUdent
teaching experiences which are provided by most of
our four year institutions which is equal to a few
short weeks in the senior year is inadequate. 2
lspillane and Levenson, p. 435.
2I b i d., p. 146.
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The pa.st decade in higher. education has evid.enced a
growing participation and involvement by .··students in the
policy-making levels that affect campus life and college
programs. More assurance has also been expressed for
students' rights through various eligibility criteria being
established by the U. S. Office of Education and state edu-
cation agencies, according to the student Iowa State Educa-
tion Association.
Since its inception in 1957, the Student National
Education Association has proclaimed prospective teachers
as vital members of a college community and has provided an
opportunity for teachers in training to express their views
regarding the improvement. of teacher education programs.
Currently, the Student NEA is an associate member of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) and participates directly in the application of
standards and accreditation of teacher education at the
national level.
Although each of the twenty two NeATE standards for
accreditation of teacher education programs at the basic
level is of concern to the Student NEA, there are two speci-
fic standards that invite students to take direct responsi-
bility for maintaining the quality of prepared programs:
Standard 1.4 - Use of Guidelines Developed by National
Learned societies and Professional Associations.
liInplanning and developing curricula for teacher edu-
cation the institution gives due consideration to
guidelines for teacher preparation developed by National
Learned Societies and professional Associations."
18
standard 13.4- Studentparticipationinpro'gram
Evaluation and Devel0J;ment.
"The institution has represented student participa-
tion in the evaluati~n and development of its teacher
education programs. II
It can be assumed that the student NEA is the only
national organization with a special interest in the pre-
service students in a variety of college curricula for the
preparation of teachers; therefore, the Student NEA can
best reflect the relevance and language of the student
dimension.
The goal of the Student NEA was to develop and main-
tain a set of criteria that would reinforce current standards,
emphasize particular elements within the standards and gener-
ate goals that required the attention and/or consideration of
conditions viewed to be essential to students but not present
in all existing programs.
The Student NEA indicated that the following were
among the changes that they felt were needed:
1. Teachers and students who were preparing to teach
directly involved in evaluating and improving standards for
teacher preparation and certification
2. Teacher educators certified and experienced in
their instructional areas
3. Responsibility for the practicum experience shared
lstudent National Education Association, Essential
criteria for Teacher preparation Programs (Washington, D.C.:
Student National Education Association, 1975), pp. 1-19.
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by the. public schoOls, the instit.utions; that prepare teachers,
and professional associations
4. IInIIlediate steps to evaluate and improve standards
for entrance. into the teaching profession
5. Educators critically assessing current college and
university programs of teacher education and making specific
recommendations for changes
6. Guidelines for qualifications of cooperating
teachers and college coordinators of student teachers
7. Improvement in the selection of persons ente.ring
the profession through more effective screening of applicants
for professional practice
B. The student NEA offering guidance to teacher
preparation institutions to prepare teachers in numbers
consistent with projected need for teacher positionsl
In the Olson StUdy Commission, two commonly expressed
concerns of participants were expressed in publications
entitled The University Can't Train Teachers and What Is
School/Community Based Teacher Education. There was a
strongly expressed commitment to the idea of school-based
teacher tra.ining.
The professional aspect of the training of teachers
needs to be centered in the schools and controlled by
them as a 'technical training' comparable in some ways
to industrial training. The role of higher education
in the education of teachers may be to provide a good
general or liberal education in the first three years
Istudent National Education Association, pp. 1-19.
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of college.. school-hasedprofessionaltraining
should be offered in the fourth and possibly the
fifth year.
School basedprofessionaltrainiIlgshouldinclude
a strong component of teaching· by the community,. and
control by. parents and students. .It. should respect
the life-style, value system, language, and expres-
sive system of the culture in which the school which
provides tra.ining is located; both teacher-trainees
and the IHE training faculty should respond to these
culture aspects. l
Spillane stated that in the case of teaching, the only
big power has been the colleges so certification requirements
usually consist of taking courses at institutions that the
state department of education has decided are capable of trans-
mitting particular skills. Teacher education has developed
rapidly and bad schools have devalued the good schools. Many
of these educational schools profit because of the factors
involved. These include teachers taking extra courses for
credit or salary and who do not wish to travel to other
institutions miles away; housewives returning to college for
pleasure and those returning for a teaching degree. Most
institutions did not regulate the number of teachers in
training.
Teachers' organizations have been effective in up-
grading salaries, improving working conditions, and
protecting the jobs of their members. The time has
come for them to tackle the two problems of training
and numbers. Success... will greatly improve and
strengthen their ability to bargain effectively.
Failure to solve the two problems could well destroy
the present organizations. Any high school graduate
can gain entrance into some kind of teacher training
program. Do we really believe that everybody has
lspillane and Levenson, p. 435.
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the qualities of intelligence and compassion needed
to become a good teacher? Surely there are ways of
sorting out those who show promise of becoming
effective teachers. At a time when the number of
teaching positions is rapidly shrinking, this is not
elitism but common sense. Instead of being redirected
into more appropriate courses of study while in college,
the unfortunate ones are now being sorted out by school
districtpersonneloffices. • ..the teachers' organi-
zations should now be considering ways of deciding
who should enter the teaching field • • • They should
also be taking.a hard look at the training offered
their members. l
While it is often true that newly graduated teachers
are not trained in many of the competencies needed to func-
tion effectively in the schools, they are also not adequately
trained to deal with the immediate, pressing problems of the
schools. TeacherS need to be part of a whole school. Young
prospective teachers are not taught to cope with the kinds
of problems that deal with parents and community and problems
really facing students. Spillane and Levenson feel that
skills needed by a teacher are essentially those of dealing
with people: students, parents, community people, and
fellow staff members.
Teacher training should be a continuing, never-ending
process, closely related to the reality of the life of
children and families • • • we may be able to develop
a four-way partnership of state education departments,
colleges, school districts, and teacher organizations
which will design a respected and satisfying form of
teacher training.••• The place to learn to be a teacher
is in a school. The people who can tell the novice ab~ut
the real world of school are the experienced teachers.
lspillane and Levenson, p. 435.
21bi d., pp. 437-438.
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There are also other concerns. "With a drop in new
positions for teachers <from 78,000 in 1969 to only 19,000 in
1971,,1 and assuming that the teacher shortage is over for
some time to come, upgrading professional standards can come
about in more than one way: by being more selective in
admitting students to undergraduate pre.service programs, by
appointing only the qualified, and by making sure that the
teacher preparation programs are updated continuously to
meet the needs of the student teachers participating in them.
Cyphert indicated that educators have become evalua-
tion conscious and that they are finally accumulating data
relating to the development and impact of specific teacher
behaviors and limited teacher education program innovations
through wide-spread evaluation attempts.
He stated that the accumulation of data through
insightful evaluation of teacher education programs in
action over a period of time should build a much-needed
stock of information. A bank of such data would enable
teacher educators to weed out from the theoretical content
of programs those extrapolations that do not work, as well
as shed light on those that do, indicating which have
validity for what purposes, and under what conditions.
This evaluation emphasis points to an evolving research
strategy quite different from anything we find in the
lRichard c. Cunningham, "Resurrecting Meaningful
In-Service Training, II Journal of Reading, 15 (April, 1972),
485-487.
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past. It appears that reseaxrpn, evaluation, and the
teacher's own preparatory experiences can all merge into
a single .operation. that hasLtne potential of achieving
the three desirable functions of developing research
knowledge, providing continuous diagnostic feedback to
programs, and facilitating the improvement of the indi-
vidual teacher trainee. The relationship. tha.t ought to
exist between research and teacher education is quite
clear. The plan or design of a modern teacher ed.ucation
program should be based on the answers supplied. by
research literature to these three questions:
1. What are the behavioral skills a teacher must
possess in order to be effective?
2. What are the characteris.tics a prospective teacher
must possess before he can acquire these skills?
3. What are the training experiences that will help
him acquire the skills most efficiently?
To these questions a fourth could be added:
4. Can and will teachers have significant and rele-
vant input into teacher education program criteria?
Up to the present, research has produced few useful
answers to these questions. Research groups have indicated
increasing concern about the lack of useful answers. Modern
technology has produced and made accessible several training
models that might result in improved teacher training. These
models also have the potential to control, record, and study
this training. Emphasis upon evaluation, upon understanding
as well as improving, and upon measuring performance represent
possibilities for research.
New Designs in Teacher Education programs
One major research and development effort involving
the ideas and cooperation of schools and universities devoted
1Cyphert, pp. 145-151.
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to the improvement of teacher education is>the Teacher
Education Programs of the Far West Laboratory.
Since 1967, the Far West Laboratory has been>engaged
in a large-scale program of research and development. The
maj.or outcome of the program is the development of a number
of mini-courses which are short, self-instructional courses
designed to train teachers in specific classroom skills.
The program has two specific goals: to develop and test
instructional models that can bring about major changes in
specific skills related to effective classroom teaching.
Using these models, the second goal is to develop a sub-
system of teacher education in the area of classroom skills.
Although the Far West Laboratory has developed a number
of mini-courses to date, other instructional models are being
designed to help teachers build skills and behavior patterns.
According to Borg,
It seems fair to conclude that current teacher educa-
tion programs are probably most effective in preparing
the teacher in specific subject matter. Such programs
are generally less effective in providing teachers with
a sound professional foundation, i.e., with the know-
ledge and insight needed to understand the learner and
the teaching-learning process. It is suggested that
most current programs are seriously deficient with re-
gard to building the specific skills and behavior pat-
terns the teacher needs to structure efficiently a
variety of classroom teaching-learning situations. 1
lwalter R. Borg et al., The Mini Course: A Micro-
teaching Approach to Teacher Education (San Francisco: Far
West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development:
Macmillan Educational Services, Inc., 1970), pp. 22-23.
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Borg believes that conventional teacher education
programs fail because although many of the skills involved
in teaching have been known for decades, and that although
we know many things that would make the teachermoreeffec-
tive are known, on the whole teacher educators have not
transmitted this knowledge into useable form.
The attempts of teacher education institutions to equip
their students with classroom skills have generally
sUffered from four serious deficiencies: 1) Emphasis
is on telling rather than doing, 2) Instruction is
general rather than specific, 3) Effective models are
not provided, 4) Effective feedback is not provided. l
Since current programs appear to be most deficient in
helping teachers to develop specific classroom skills, the
Far West Laboratory has decided to focus on this aspect of
teacher education.
Another new design in teacher education has been
implemented in Ohio. The State Department of Education in
Ohio set out to obtain public and educator reaction to what
it labeled a major design of teacher education in Ohio by
using the results of its year long "Search for Consensus
project." Proposals up for consideration included earlier
classroom experience for the prospective teacher and giving
every teacher "proven competency" in the instruction of
reading. The State Department's plans were discussed during
a meeting in Columbus in 1973 and attended by more than 100
representatives from Ohio's fifty-three colleges and
1 Borg et al., pp. 22-23.
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universities which prepare teachers. State Superintendent
Martin W. Essex told·theconferenceparti.cipants.that,
The citizens of Ohio have identified clearly the tap-
root for exce11enceineducation--that of better pre-
pared teachers.. •.. • Conditions·· are optimum to switch
from the numbers :game played in teacher education dur-
ingthe past thirty years and start perfecting pro-
fessional teacher quality for the hard responsibility
of educating everyone to their highest potential.
In anticipation of an improved teacher situation,
the Ohio State Department of Education in 1968 authorized
the Cleveland-based Educational Research Council of America
to conduct a comprehensive study of teacher education.
Recommendations from the report were correlated "'lith find-
ings from team evaluations of ten colleges of education.
The proposals are ready for public consideration. Essex
continued, "We are prepared to meet with every interested
individual, group or organization in Ohio during the next
three months to draft these teacher education standards
which will get the job done." He felt that the biggest
challenges in teacher education reform are to provide the
following:
1. Earlier and more frequent experiences in rural,
suburban, and urban elementary and secondary schools
for all college students desiring to be teachers.
Abilities in motivating children and establishing a
rapport with pupils since these can only be assessed
in the actual classroom situation. This will also
allow ample time to students early in their college
careers to decide if teaching is for them.
lMartin W. Essex, "Redesigning Teacher Education,"
Ohio Schools, 51 (October, 1973),16-34.
of
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2. Extensive clinicaTwork. bOprepare future
teachers with the skills to diagnose .individual pupil
learning factors and to prescribe appropriate learning
experiences.
3. Develop the body of knowledge· in· professional
education into a balanced, consecutive series of college
courses that will not only make sense to future teachers
but make a difference in how they teach.
4. Certification of professors who prepare teachers
to assure the appropriateness of their preparation and
adequacy of their experience.
5. Academic rigor in the general education
elementary teachers. Every elementary teacher
have at least sufficient mastery in one of the
academic disciplines.
6. Requiring experience and proven competence of
all teachers in teaching of reading. Regardless of the
subject taught, every teacher shall be prepared to be-
come a teacher of reading and to have proven experience
as to competence.
7. Requiring all new teachers to serve at least one
year in a closely supervised internship under a special
one year limited certificate. The cardinal factor in
converting that initial certificate into a standard four-
year credential will be based on demonstrated classroom
performance.
8. Improved funding for teacher education. A fifty
percent increase in state dollars for teacher education
at Ohio's twelve state-supported universities which pre-
pare seventy-five percent of all new teachers in Ohio
each year. l
Support for the redesign of teacher education was
also voiced by the Ohio Director of the State Department of
Teacher Education Certification, Paul R. Hailey. He felt
that the findings of the ten comprehensive team evaluations
of colleges of education in 1973 found far more weaknesses
than strengths in the preparation of teachers according to
2the present standards.
1Essex, pp. 16-60.
2State Board of Public Instruction, "Deficiencies
Cited at Four Institutions," Ohio Schools, 51 (October, 1973),
34.
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In yet another study,. it was found tllat the state
Board of Education in Ohio had citeddeficiencies.at four
institutions of higher education whose teacher education
programs were found to have serious deficiencies. Defi-
ciencies commonly cited in the final reports to the four
institutions included lack of financial support o.f teacher
education programs, too little academic counseling for
students and insufficient library resources. The report
also noted inadequate supervision of prospective teachers
in student teaching, limited laboratory experiences and a
lack of early and frequent field experiences in the school
classroom for prospective teachers. All of these deficien-
cies did not apply to all the institutions, however. l
perhaps educators as well as teacher education researchers
are beginning to take a serious look at teacher training
programs as a culprit in the inadequacies in teacher edU-
cation.
In an article entitled Exploring Teaching, Dr. Robert
o. Highland reported offering an experience to sophomores
interested in a degree in education, in an attempt to better
prepare college students for teacher education. The course
was called "Exploring Field Experiences. 1I Dr. Highland said
that the course was designed to aid the student in making an
early, firm commitment to teaching or in deciding teaching is
IState Board of Public Instruction, p. 34.
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not the right career. Students taking the mini-course spent
one full week (thirty-forty hours) in a public school class-
room with an experienced teacher. The public school people
involved indicated the experience was of great value to the
college students and was enjoyable for the public school
students to have a fresh personalit.y in the classroom. The
college students said it helped them understand teaching
better. The general objectives for the students of the
course were as follows:
1. Encounter and explore individual differences and
the needs of young people and see how these factors may
be considered in teaching. Observe characteristics of
child and adolescent behavior and factors underlying it.
2. Observe the teacher's role in a classroom, what
is done, how it is done, and why it is done. Determine
some of the qualities which contribute to teaching success.
3. Develop concepts related to the techniques and
procedures which should contribute to their effectiveness
in working with groups of a total school program from
teacher's, rather than student's, viewpoint. See how
many different activities are related to the concept of
over all purposes of education and how they fit into the
organizational patterns found in public schools.
Although the importance of laboratory experiences in
the preparation of prospective teachers has long been recog--
nized, a growing opinion in recent years suggests laboratory
experiences earlier and more frequently enhance the level of
competence of teacher education graduates. A one-time
experience during the last semester of the senior year is
lRobert o. Highland, "Exploring Teaching," School and
Community, 60 (October, 1973), 30.
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no longer regarded as adequate in the ·.preparat.ion of teachers.
Resul ts of similar programs in other schools s.how that.· stu-
dents who have participated in such a course are thernost
enthusiastic and the most eager to complete the education
sequence.
Lawrence suggests that for several decades now the
main criteria for teacher certification has been the grade
point average for a given number of courses in the different
areas of study, a student teaching experience, and a recom-
mendation from a recognized teacher education institution
that the candidate is "qualified to teach." In effect,
course grades are assumed to be good indicators of teaching
capability.
A competency-based approach to teacher certification
questions this assumption and acknowledges a need to
gather evidence of the ability of a prospective teacher
to behave in specified ways or to carry out the func-
tions for which he will be responsible within a school
once he is certified. The prospective teacher is pre-
sumed to have attained a competency when he demonstrates
an ability or a set of abilities, knowledge and personal
attributes, according to some specified criteria., Thus,
demonstration ofcompe~enciesr.ep'lac;:s c~urse grades as
the standard for gra.ntJ..ng certJ..fJ..catJ..on.
In Florida, the goal of the state Department has been
to move toward teacher certification practices with such a
demonstrated base. Early in 1969, the Teacher Education
Advisory Council of the State of Florida appointed a task
force to draft some guidelines for the preparation of teachers.
IGordon Lawrence, "MeasuringTeacher Compet.encies for
the Middle School, If National Elementary Principal, 51
(November, 1971), 60-66.
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This task force produc~d a propo$ed.set:of. gl.l:Ldeline$, which
were adopted by the councilwit:htheiI1t~nt:iQn.thatthey
would have an influence on teacher education and certifica....
tionfor middle schools in Florida. In June 1970, the Florida
Department of Education asked the University of Florida to
develop a set of instruments and procedures that would
measure the fifty-four teacher competencies listed in the
task force guidelines. 'The materials and procedures devel-
oped under this contract were to serve in teacher training
activities and/or in the selection of candidates.
There are several ways to approach research into
teacher competencies, but the general path taken in
this project was specified by the nature of the con-
tract: start with a given list of fifty-four compe-
tencies and find ways to measure them. The competencies
on the Teacher Education Advisory Council list are sub-
divided into three sets: personal qualities, under-
standing, and instructional skills. The list was
drafted by a team of educators who collectively have
observed the educational scene for many years. This
list was not derived by research. Therefore, there
was no assurance that all of the competencies could
remain as independent competency elements. In the second
of three field tests, the list was reduced to thirty
statements that could be measured unambiguously.
They are as follows:
TEACHER COMPETENCIES TO BE MEASURED
A. PERSONAL QUALITIES
1. Positive view of self: is not overly protective
of his dignity; has the emotional strength to
live "lith the ups and downs of transescents.
2. Flexibility, openness to change: can live with
ahd admit his errors; gets involved with student
concerns; has a great deal of patience and
readiness to listen.
1Lawrence, pp. 29-62.
3.
4.
5.
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Respect.•for.thedigni.tyand worth of the individ-
ual., with a personal commitment toa·value syst.em
supportive 'of a democratic society.
Ability to interact constructively with others:
can easily relate to transescents; is approach-
able, responsive, supportive, as youngsters
struggle with the problems peculiar to their
stage of development.
Commitment to the education of transescents
fwilling-transescent in and out of the classroom).
B. UNDERSTANDINGS
Nature of the Transescent Learner
6. Physical development of the transescent (the need
for physical activity; the diversity of rates in
physical growth).
7. Intellectual development (understanding of the
transition from the "concrete" to the "formal
operation stage").
8. Socioemotional development (the need to adjust to
a changing body, to achieve an appropriate depen-
dence independence pattern, to interact construc-
tively with others, to learn an appropriate sex
role).
Nature of the Teachin~-Learning Process
9. The various theor1es of learning.
10. The effect of heredity and environment on ability.
11. Group dynamics and leadership theory.
Nature of the American Educational Enterprise
12. Appropriate curriculum plans and opportunities in
the middle school (those that facilitate .the devel-
opmental tasks of transescence).
13. Relationships between various subcultures and the
school, especially the middle school (intraschool
situations).
14. Relationships between the school and the community
and how these relationships affect the curriculum.
Nature of Educational Research and Evaluation
15. understanding of methods of evaluating and revising
curriculum and instruction.
C. INSTRUCTIONAL SKILLS
16. Techniques of counseling individual middle school
learners (to promote. self-direction through indirect
guidance).
17. Identifying appropriate resources for teaching in
the middle school.
18. Use of audiovisual materials and equipment.
19. Techniques of studying (alternative) values and
developing a (personal, workable) valuing system.
20. Diagnosing (individual) learning levels and
problems and prescribing for them.
areas
or working
'reaching
listening I
bility of
teachers).
Teaching problem-solving
tWorking witIt teachers across
",ith other resource
cooperative
Working with small groups of learners
Developing behavioral objectives in
curriculum planning.
Helping students to develop leadership..
Providing opportunities and gui.dance for (group)
decision making.
'reaching students to evaluate themselves.
Providing opportunities. andgu.i.dance to help
students become independent learners.
Management. of classroom groups and other classroom
problems. 1
22.
23.
28.
24.
25.
26.
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It may be that the quality of the teachers is the most
consideration in the improvement ofedncation.. As a
of several efforts to evaluate the quality of the
teacher preparation programs in secondary edu-
, the Nebraska University Secondary Teacher Education
was created. A task force was appointed by the Dean
the Teachers College to examine the status of teacher
preparation and to recommend new approaches for consideration.
As a result, undergraduate students viewed the supervised
student-teaching experience as meaningful and worthwhile, and
two-thirds of them expressed the opinion that methods courses
were generally of value and their view of other professional
ses were negative.
In another study, Moller found that "first-year
lLawrence, pp. 29-62.
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secondary school teachers felt that their background and
were inadequate with respect to motivating their
students and devising meaningful ways to individualize
instruction."l Other follow-up studies have provided similar
findings.
The Nebraska University Secondary Teacher Education
Program (NUSTEP), according to Witters, replaced three
courses traditionally required for secondary education
candidates. It attempted to integrate the essential features
of courses previously offered as separate areas of instruc-
tion such as learning in the classroom, special methods, and
principles. Built around identifying and developing certain
teacher behaviors and skills, the program is performance-
oriented and based upon the assumption that the role of the
teacher is that of a director of learning activities. The
project had two major goals: (1) Students should have the
opportunity to practice skills in a setting aimed at
developing teacher competencies, and (2) students should
practice ways of improving the individualization of instruc-
tion.
In the summary of the study, it was found that stu-
dents in secondary schools taught by NUSTEP teachers scored
significantly higher in skills than those taught by prospective
lGaylord Moller, "A Comprehensive study of the
Problems of Beginning Teachers in Selected Large Senior High
Schools" (Ed.D. Dissertation, University of Nebraska, 1968),
p , 31.
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trained in, the traditional manner. 1 Here,.a con-
assessment provided by the project is a major need.
r>...L.::>IJ, some type of evaluation will be required.
In an article by Stashower, a field centered teacher
training program at Brooklyn College in New York is bene-
fitting both students and schools throughout Brooklyn from
an innovative approach to producing good teachers. Here,
the old-style college courses have been replaced by a
sequential curriculum in which each course combines class-
room work with field experience in school and community
settings and in progressively more complex teaching-learning
situations. Student teaching has been expanded to include
two semesters at the middle and secondary levels and is
always preceded by school experience in tutoring or other
related work.
At first, the student has limited responsibility for
instruction and is closely supervised by the cooperating
classroom teachers. In advanced student teaching, the stu-
dent has greater responsibility in the classroom. Under the
traditional system, students often have no real classroom
experience until they were plunged into student teaching in
the final semester of the senior year. By that time, the
career choice was made and it was difficult to reverse even
if their performance was questionable. Under the Brooklyn
ILee Witters, "NUSTEP: A program for Improving Teacher
Education," Journal of Teacher Education, 23 (Fall, 1972),
301-306.
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program, students have the opportunTtyto opt out of educa-
tion at a far earlier point and can enter or re-enter the
sequence at various stages.. Those students who seem unsuited
to teaching even after intensive advice and support are
"counseled out" of the field and into some type of work that
seems more appropriate for them .. l
In an undergraduate Urban Teacher Education Program
in New York, instead of thrusting college students into full
responsibility, the college program provided for its potential
teachers a sequential development of expertise under the
guidance and direction of experienced teachers. It recog-
nized a diversity of teaching tasks, techniques and styles,
and suggests that teaching be separated into various roles
and responsibilities to allow for different interests, ambi-
tions, and talents of teachers. It facilitated the use of
college students to differentiate tasks, individualize in-
struction, and provide for a better educational program.
Student prospective teachers were first utilized as aides,
assistants, and associates. 2
Competency-Based Teacher Education
Although the performance based concept in teacher
lGlOria Stashower, "Performance-Based Teacher Training
Grows in Brooklyn," College Management, 9 (April, 1974), 20-22.
2Richard E. Collier and Robert K.. Hasler, Undergraduate
urban Teacher Education Program (Albany: New York State.Edu-
cation Dept., washington, D.C.: Office of Education, 1971),
pp, 1-47.
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education programs is gaining in popularity and is being
widely implemented, few studies can be found on its effec-
tiveness. Pyatte assessed the effectiveness of two
performance-based modules on the topic of planning and
presenting a lesson. He used a fifteen-item, criterion-
referenced pre- and post-test to measure both pre-service
and in-service teachers' gain in knowledge. An eighty per-
cent gain was arbitrarily set as the acceptable standard of
performance. In addition, a questionnaire was used to obtain
reactions from participants regarding the materials and mode
of instruction. Results indicated that (1) the students
gained in knOWledge about the topic and (2) the students had
highly positive reactions to the method of instruction. l
Weber evaluated seven Teacher Corps programs that
were scattered throughout the country and attempting to
implement performance-based instruction. Three aspects were
considered: (1) interns' perceptions of the programs, (2)
interns' attitudes toward teaching, and (3) interns' atti-
tudes toward low income, minority groups. Interns were
asked to rate their attitudes toward "ideal competency-based
instruction" as opposed to "traditional instruction" along a
graduated scale ranging from negative to positive. Attitudes
were found to be more favorable toward ideal competency-based
lJeff Pyatte, "The Effectiveness of Performance-Based
Training Modules on Planning and presenting" (paper presented
at the annual meeting of the American Education Research
Association, Chicago, Ill., April 1972).
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instruction. l Other investigators, McAvoy and Carter,2 have
used similar procedures. This type o.fevaluation has speci-
fic limitations, some identifiable problems being that even
though the use of a criterion-referenced test is appropriate
for measuring the students' attainment of the objectives of
an instructional unit in a performance-based program, such
a procedure will not indicate whether the objectives can be
achieved more efficiently through another means of instruc-
tion or even if the objectives are valid in the beginning.
Also, opinions and attitudes toward a program do not neces-
sarily reflect the effectiveness of a program.
Rosner reported on a proposed model of criterion
levels to suggest the points at which performance may be
assessed. The levels were as follows:
Criterion Levell: Appraisal of teacher behaviors
(cognitive and affective) plus pupil outcome
(cognitive and affective) in a classroom situa-
tion over a relatively long period of time.
Criterion Level 2: Same as Levell but for a shorter
performance period.
Criterion Level 3: Appraisal of teacher behaviors
only in a classroom situation.
Criterion Level 4: Appraisal of a restricted range
of teacher behaviors under laboratory or training
conditions with a few pupils.
Criterion Level 5: Same as Level 4 but without pupils.
1Wilford A. Weber, The competency-Based Teacher Educa-
tion Development projects, U.S., Educational Resources Infor-
mation Center, ERIC Document ED 059 986, 1971, 1212. 1-10.
2Rogers McAvoy and Alvin R. Carter, A Performance
Curriculum in Undergraduate Teacher Education, U.S., Eauca-
tional Resources Information Center, ERIC Document ED 039 174,
1970, 1212. 1-21.
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Criterion Level. 6: Appraisal of a teacher's knowledge 1
and understanding without· producing a performance ..
An alternative scheme is proposed hy the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory. According to this model,
the demonstration of performance involved> four variables:
(1) the pupil outcome desired, (2) the characteristics of the
pupils, (3) the characteristics of the instructional setting,
and (4) the nature of the instructional act per se.. Since
this plan could lead to a number of performance situations,
samplings from each variable are crossed to form "classes of
events." A teacher would demonstrate performance in a number
of "classes II of performance situations. 2
The competency approach seems well suited to the new
pressures'in teacher education. Lawrence stated:
As colleges of education are being called upon to make
their teacher preparation programs more field-oriented,
and more school-based, the middle schools are devel-
oping new instruction patterns that can accommodate
greater numbers of teachers-in-training within the
schools. Differentiated staffing, variable grouping,
extensive use of community resource persons, these and
other trends in middle school programs open up needs
for trainees to serve in the schools. Logic dictates
that as teacher education moves farther out into the
field, it must decentralize its curriculum. Decen-
tralization is exactly what the competency approach is
lBenjamin Rosner, liThe Power of Competency-Based Edu-
cation. A Report,1l Report of the Committee on National
program Priorities in Teacher Education (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1972), pp. 21-24.
2J o e 1 L. Burdin and Kaliopee Lanzillotti, ed., A
Reader's Guide to the Comprehensive Models for Preparing
Elementary Teachers (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Research,
U.S. Office of Education, 1970), pp. 1-4.
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capable of offering: .. self-pacing, self...instructing,
self-check or progress, and a linkage with performance
in actual school situations.· •• ··And the competency
approach, when based in the schools, is equally
appropriate for in-service teacrers. Itspotential
now remains relatively unmined.
Jongsma stated: "One of the more complex issues facing
developers of performance-based programs is the identifica-
tion of criteria for judging the effectiveness of trainees
and the specification of the settings in which performance is
2
to take place." Broudy has cogently criticized the assump-
tion that the performance unit is a matter of indifference
and that the number and character of the performance units
can vary from one program to another. Broudy contended that
what is clearly needed as a guide to future research in this
3
area is sbme sort of conceptual scheme or model.
Burke and Stone introduced the evident features of a
research-based learning process model of teaching competency
and attempted to illustrate the model's use in assessing the
comprehensiveness of the content.
lLawrence, pp. 60-66.
2Eugene A. Jongsma, "Research on Performance-Based
Teacher Based Education: Problems and Promises, II in Twenty-
Second Yearbook of the National Reading Conference (Boone,
North Carolina: The National Reading Conference, 1973), pp.
200-209.
3aarry Broudy, A Criti ue of Performance-Based Teacher
Education, PBTE Series 4 (Washlngton, D.C.: AACTE Commlttee
on Performance-Based Teacher Education, 1972), pp. 26-28.
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For curriculum development and eValua.tion,the model
reflects both traditional and current learning theories and
has potential to be used as a guide to curriculum development
and evaluation. The teaching competencies within the model
could lend themselves to the development of a variety of
evaluative procedures. Evaluative instruments developed for
the model such as the tests, scales and observation guides
could very well be used with other systems. This model
could also be used as a basis for system assessment. One
of the assessments for this model was applied in an analysis
of the professional components of Weber state College.
Some evaluative questions arise here. One such
question is whether or not the content of the curriculum
is truly reflected in the behavioral objectives. Another
is that the inventory does not reveal inconsistencies that
may exist between objectives and what happens in a system.
The results of Burke's inventory revealed that atten-
tion was given to all the skill areas identified in the
model in the objectives of the Weber State System. Since
there appeared to be no gaps in the coverage, this seems to
imply that there was consistency and considerable validity
in the process of developing the Weber State Curriculum.
If more comprehensiveness and balance of curriculum
were undertaken, then present data of this type could provide
focus and clarity to problems inherent in teacher education
curricula. A further look at a study of this sort might
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provide a model and base for the development of new evalua-
tional systems. l
Instrumentation For Evaluation of
Teacher Training Programs
Jongsma reported on the inadequate instrumentation
that exists for evaluating teacher preparation programs. He
concluded that researchers in teacher education have been
hampered by an inadequate supply of good measurement instru-
ments. They have intended to over-rely on just a few basic
instruments. 2
During the past few years, we have seen a great increase
in the production of 'systematic observation instruments'
that are designed to describe and evaluate various
aspects of the teaching process. An important point to
consider is that most of the newly developed observation
instruments, such as the Flander's system, were designed,
almost exclusively, to describe particular aspects of
the teaching process, such as verbal interaction. With
the onset of performance based programs, many such in-
struments have been shifted from a 'descriptive role' to
a 'prescriptive role', that is, of specifying what teacher
behaviors should occur. Unfortunately, this transition
has taken place with very little research evidence to
substantiate that the behaviors identified in such 3
instruments are indeed related to pupil achievement.
Simon and Boyer, in An Anthology of Classroom Observa-
tion Instruments, describes a recent collection \of such
lCaseel D. Burke and D. R. Stone, "A Research-Based
Learning process Model for Developing and Evaluating Teacher
Education Curricula, II Journal of Teacher Education, 26 (Fall,
1975), 235-239.
2Jongsma, pp. 200-209.
3I b i d.
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. .. . 1~nstruments, . yet Rosenshine reporte<l that out of. the sixty-
five observational systems that were included in tile anthology,
only six have been validated by rEi!lating behaviors to measures
of student growth. 2
Jongsma continued,
With the increased attention on performance-ba.sed in-
struction and the measurement of teacher competencies,
we are likely to see a surge in the development of
paper-pencil type tests which are supposedly pred~c­
tive of a teacher's performance in the classroom.
An example that best illustrates this point is the
State Department of Education in Florida who gave the Univer-
sity of Florida the task of developing a set of instruments
that would measure a given list of fifty-four teacher compe-
tencies. A set of 200 paper-pencil items were developed and
correlated with observation systems such as the "Reciprocal
category System", the "Florida Taxonomy of Cognitive Be-
havior", and the "Teacher Practices Observation Record".4
Because four-fifths of the items correlated statistically
with one or more sets of observation data, the author
lAnita Simon and E. Gil Boyer, ed., Mirrors for
Behavior: An Antholo of Classroom Observation Instruments
Wyncote, Pa.: Communicat~onsMaterlals Center ln Coopera-
tion with Humanizing Learning Program, Research for Better
Schools, 1974), pp. 1-4.
2Barak Rosenshine, "The Stability of Teacher Effects
Upon Student Achievement," Review of Educational Research, 40
(December, 1970), 647-662.
3Jongsma, pp. 200-209.
4Lawrence, pp. 60-66.
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concluded that the paper-pencil items measured a counterpart
of observable teacher . behavior. He .. also stated that one
must remain cautious of such efforts because there was· no
research base for the selection of the original fifty-four
teacher competencies. The State Department ubelieved" they
were important.. Secondly, attempts at establishing concur-
rent validity are meaningless if the criterion is suspect. 1
LeBaron and Klatt stated, uWe simply don't possess
adequate information in a number of areas especially the
relationship between a teacher's behavior and a student's
2learning to adequately design programs." Barak Rosenshine,
one of the better known spokesmen in this area, contended
that many performance criteria specified in programs come
from expert opinion and experience rather than from experi-
mental studies. He concluded,
Educational researchers have not provided those who
train teachers with a repertoire of teaching skills
which indicate to a teacher that if he increases
behavior X and/or decreases behavior Y, there will
be a concomitant change in the co~nitive or affec-
tive achievement of his students.
In speaking to evaluation, Millman stated:
How should would-be teachers be told how to teach?
First, there have been several dozen reasonably
1Lawrence, pp. 60-66.
2wa l t LeBaron and Judith A. Klatt, "A Scenario of
Models,. Systems, Analysis and Learning Systems, II in Syst7ms
and Modelin: Self Renewal A roaches to Teacher Educatl0n,
ed. D. Haefele Washlngton, D.C.: Amerlcan Assoclatlon of
Colleges of Teacher Education, 1971), pp. 29-42.
3Rosenshine, pp. 647-662.
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well-controlled studies relating process variables
to pupil growth. Until more research results are
in, and I predict a rapid expansion in the amount of
such research, student teachers might best be in-
structed to display those behaviors at least tenta-
tively associated with pupil growth in some learning..
't t.Lo IS1. uar a. ns •••
He prescribed, as a second aspect of teacher training
programs, the use of the performance tests in a training
mode.
In my opinion student teachers should be encouraged
to look at the knowledges, skills, and affect of their
pupils as a basis for judging the success of their
teaching effort. These testing materials, with their
prespecified objectives and matched criterion tests do
just that. It is my opinion that the education of our
children would be markedly improved if teachers were
to make their decisions about the future instruction
of their students by attending to the performance of
their students on criterion measures matched to the
goals of the instructional program•••• 1 would also
advocate that a component of all teacher education
programs be the conduct of research on the process
correlates of student "growth ••• Fourth, in the last
dozen years the demand for beginning teachers has re-
mained relatively constant whereas the supply has more
than doubled, creating the large job shortages
previously reported. This suggests to me that, when-
ever politically feasible, teacher training institu-
tions should work toward smaller, higher quality
programs. A larger faculty-to-student teacher ratio
would facilitate incorporating a performance orienta-
tion and ongoing research effort into the training
program. 2
He continued by saying that,
We have had such measures for years. We aren't going
to lick the criterion problem by making explicit the
IJason Millman, "Teaching Effectiveness:
tors for an Old Problem," Educational Horizons,
1972-73), 68-75.
2I bi d•
New Indica-
51 (Winter,
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required grades that teachers.must·earn in college or
other presage variables, by delineating ever so
carefully how the teacher is supposed to teach, or
even by looking at pupil growth under controlled
conditions. 1
If the term "performance-based indicators" is limited
pupil skills, abilities, and attitudes measured with valid
under the rigidly controlled. conditions described
, then it is indeed time to bring about change.
Selected Issues in Teacher Education
It is apparent that although teacher input in teacher
training programs has not been initiated in the past on any
large scale basis, it may be that teacher training institu-
tions are looking more closely at the teacher's role and
input into teacher training programs.
Marking the professional advancement of classroom
teachers at the public school level has proven to be
an intense effort to gain greater recognition and voice
in all aspects of educational decision making .•• Some
personnel from teacher preparation institutions have
tended to smile indUlgently at school administrators
and teacher association representatives who were caught
up in the resultant teacher militancy and negotiation
process ••• It seems that one area of discussion at the
bargaining table may force the colleges and universities
to become more cognizant of and concerned with what
teachers and school boards are negotiating. This par-
ticular area involves student teaching programs and
other related clinical experiences that are part of the
undergraduate preparation of teachers. The policies
and practices that govern those clinical experiences in
programs are seen by classroom teachers as negotiable
IMillman, pp. 68-75.
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topics. Such local"'level determination by meiins of
negotiations has very profound implications for teacher
preparation institutions ••• since.such institutions rely
heavily upon the public schools for providing education
students directexreriences with pupils of various
school-age levels.
The National Education Association and the American
of Teachers are also concerned with this area of
National teacher groups are inviting local
to take steps toward becoming more actively in-
in teacher preparation programs. According to
erpts from the teacher education resolutions, affiliates
urged to:
1. Develop guidelines for qualifications of cooper-
ating teachers and coordinators of student teachers.
2. Formulate standards for school systems receiving
student teachers. Supervising or cooperating teachers
in a student teaching program should have reduced teach-
ing loads and be given a minimum established compensation.
3. Recommend Student NEA membership before participa-
tion in pre-professional experiences and student
teaching.
4. Take immediate steps to improve the selection of
persons entering the profession through more effective
screening of applicants for the preprofessional practicum.
5. Offer guidance to teacher preparation institu-
tions to prepare teachers in numbers consistent with
projected need for teacher positions.
6. Support inclusions in master contracts or school
policies that acceptance of student teachers be on a
voluntary basis. 2
IDona1d S. Kachur and Duaine C. Lang, "Negotiating
Clinical Experiences: Do Colleges and Universities Want In?,"
Journal of Teacher Education, 26 (Fall, 1975), 203-205.
2Association of Classroom Teachers, Classroom Teachers
S/eak on the Classroom Teacher in the Student Teachin Pro ram
(Washington, D.C.: Nat~onal Educatlon Assoclatlon, 1970 1
p , Lv,
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According to Kachur and Lang, agreements which restrict
university's ability to design and implement programs
to be a serious threat.
What implications do provisions ••• have for the develop-
ment of innovative programs which require concentration
of student teachers for improved supervision, as found
in teacher education centers, or which provide for par-
ticipation in team teaching! differentiated staffing,
or open spaced instruction?
According to the National Education Association there
evidence that classroom teachers are taking the initiative
challenging the structure that has long been held by
preparation institutions with regard to clinical
programs and practices. These classroom teachers
united behind the strength of their professional organi-
2
Hayes suggested that in the case of school-college
and partnerships in teacher education, the
so-called partnerships have merely involved representation
from the teacher preparation institution and public school
administration with little or no participation or influence
from classroom teachers themselves. 3
lKachur and Lang, pp. 203-205.
2Association of Classroom Teachers, p. iv.
3Robert B. Hayes, "Viewing Imperatives for Student
Teaching in 1967," Teachers College Journal, 39 (October,
1967), 31.
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Kachur poLntied out that, even though clinical experi-
ence has been continually expanded so tha.t preservice
teachers have earlier and longer contact with students in
different grades and/or subject levels in the public school
setting, the colleges and universities have failed to involve
classroom teachers more fully in the planning and implementa-
1tion of many expanded programs.
According to Kachur and Lang, if the colleges and
universities want to maintain control of clinical experience
programs and still use the public schools, they will need to:
1. Take the initiative in assuming a negotiation
parity with school boards and teacher associations;
or
2. Reexamine their current types of written agreements
with public school districts to assure both their
legality and inclusion of classroom teacher asso-
ciations as a bargaining agent; and/or
3. Reexamine their oWn preparation programs to determine
whether, in truth, cooperative decision making in-
cludes participation from all school personnel, from
selection of candidates through certification; and/or
4. Explore other types of professional services (re-
search, consultation, curricular development, in-
service training) that can be rendered to the public
schools, particularly as they affect teachers, as an
incentive for their continued involvement in off-
campus clinical experience programs.
If the universities choose not to exercise the above
options, it would appear that they have at least
three other alternatives to follow:
1. Explore and implement alternative models as substi-
tutes for clinical experiences in the public schools
such as: reestablish the campus laboratory schools,
establish university-controlled laboratory schools
in the field, or substitute simulated experiences for
real teaching experiences; or
IDonald S. Kachur, "What's Negotiable? A Look at
Student Teaching Programs," NASSP Bulletin, 57 (December,
1973), 43.
2.
3.
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P~rmi~ the majo.r responsibility for policy deter-
m~nat~on to become the prerogative of. the public
schools and the local teacher associations; or
Abandon the responsibility for the clinical prepara-
tion of teachers.
Whatever stance the colleges and universities take,
there will be witnessed, within the next few years,
rapid and dramatic changes in teacher preparation.
Some of the most important changes with reference
to clinical experiences in the field may very well
come about via the negotiation process spearhe.aded
by the professional teacher associations. l
Summary of Related Literature
Research on teaching has come a long way from the
effort of the 1930's to the more sophisticated and
progress in the 1970's. 2 Where the earlier effort
predictions of overall teacher effectiveness on the
s of a few test scores, research is now found in improv-
effectiveness in specific skills on the basis of inten-
and validated training procedures. What is clearly
needed now and in the future, is research based on the effec-
tiveness of the teacher training institution in equipping
teachers with these skills.
One major lag in research on teacher education prepar-
ation is that there is no commonly agreed-upon definition of
what constitutes research in teacher education preparation.
The research regarding teaching is vast but data-based
1Kachur and Lang, pp. 203-205.
2Gage, p. 205.
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regarding teacher criteria in education for
for effectiveness and the implication of those
to supply that information is considerably less.
, much of the knowledge gathered from research in
needs to be translated into meaningful teacher
programs.
By overlooking the teacher's intentions as a relevant
base in research concerning teacher education,
ssroom effectiveness has been defined as something quite
from the goals of classroom teachers and independent
his motivation and disconnected from self definition of
success.
Cyphert best exemplifies the tone of research in
teacher education stating,
Today there appears to be a strong undercurrent devel-
oping which postulates that teacher education should
not look to research in teaching for help in training
teachers; on the contrary research must look to
teacher education for help in developing a science of
teacher behavior as a by-product of the processes of
teacher education. l
On the basis of the review of the literature, it
appears that teacher input to teacher training programs
should increase and have more impact on the program content
than has been true in the past.
This paper examines the relationships between the
perceptions of teachers, education department chairmen and
1Cyphert, p. 145.
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members of the National Consortium of Competency Based
Teacher Education concerning the goals and objectives for
teacher education programs.
Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
The topic of this study concerned the extent to which
master teachers, teacher education chairmen, and consortium
representatives agree or disagree on the relative importance
of various criteria that may contribute to teacher effective-
ness if held as goals and objectives and implemented in
teacher training programs.
In order to do this, it was necessary to identify
those characteristics of a teacher education program to
which the individuals of the study could respond. This was
done by selecting the Criteria for Describing anduAssessing"""
Competency Based Programs pUblished by the National Consor-
tium of Competency Based Education Centers.
In order, then, to be able to determine the extent to
which there is agreement, it was necessary to put these into
inventory form. This resulted in a list of twenty-four
criteria.
Cover letters were composed and mailed along with the
inventory to master teachers, teacher education chairmen,
and consortium representatives. (See Appendix pp. 81-82).
These letters, indicated to each recipient the purpose of
the study and the nature of the inventory. Each letter
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requested the recipient's cooperation in completing and
returning the inventory in the enclosed stamped, self-
add.ressed envelope.
Participants were a.sked to respond to the list of
twenty-four teacher training program criteria by rank-ordering
them in terms of their importance in a teacher training pro-
gram. The directions to the subjects stated that they were
to indicate a first, second, third choice, etc., in order of
importance. Four weeks after the initial mailing, those who
had not responded were sent a second request for participation.
After an additional four weeks, it was assumed that all those
who were going to cooperate had done so.
Sample
Teacher Education Department Chairmen
Due to the large number of teacher education programs
throughout the fifty states, a random sampling procedure was
employed to obtain a representative number of teacher educa-
tion department chairmen for the study. Numbers were assigned
to the schools (OOI-N) and a table of random numbers was used
to identify the one hundred fifty needed for the study. One
hundred fifty colleges and universities which have teacher
education programs accredited by the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education were selected by this
process. The teacher education department chairmen of these
schools were recipients of the inventory. Schools were
selected from each of the fifty states.
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state Teachers
The criterion used to qualify an individual as a
master teacher for this study was that the individual had
been chosen as a state's "Teacher of the Year". Thus, by
using the selections for the 1975-76 school year, a poten-
tial group of fifty was available. The respe.ctive state
education agencies were utilized in locating the sUbjects.
Four could not be located, resulting in forty-six who
received the survey instrument.
Consortium Representatives
The criteria for describing and assessing competency
based programs was primarily the work of four authors and
was published by the National Consortium of Competency Based
Education Centers. Each of the four consortium representa-
tives was contacted by phone to solicit his participation in
the study prior to receiving mailed inventories.
Instrumentation and Data
The criteria established by the National Consortium
of Competency Based Education Centers entitled Criteria for
Describing and Assessing Competency Based Programs was used.
The Consortium: 1) serves as the coordinating body
for the National Competency Based Education Centers~ 2)
serves as a conceptual forum focusing on the refinement and
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advancement of Competency I3ased Education concepts; 3)
provides a source of Competency Based Education leadership
at the national level; and 4) functions as a clearing-house
for the provision of developmental assistance to meet
national priority CBE needs.
The Consortium is a formally organized group of edu-
cational leaders in compe.tency based education instrumental
in developing and studying the feasibility of models for
exemplary teacher education programs under grants .from the
United States Office of Education. Since 1972, the National
Consortium of CBE Centers has been working on the continuing
problems faced by institutions attempting to re-do their
teacher education programs. A list of criterion statements
was produced for examination; an instrument was developed,
explained and tested in several institutions.
In 1973, twelve educators from nine teacher training
institutions and agencies of the u.s. Office of Education had
input into the process of developing this set of criteria.
In 1974, this instrument was improved by a selective
group of four. A tentative version was field tested at eight
institutions in 1974 and revised by field testers. ~Vhi1e it
is primarily the work of the four authors, it is the result,
actually, of the collective work of individuals at twelve
institutions of teacher education. The instrument consisted
of twenty-four criteria for describing and assessing competency
based teacher education programs.
Data Analysis
Comparisons of the rankings of goals and objectives
held for teacher preparation programs were made between mas-
ter teachers and teacher education department chairmen,
between master teachers and consortium representatives of
the Criteria for Describing and Assessing Competency Based
Education Programs and between teacher education department
chairmen and these major authors.
Spearman-Rho rank-order correlational techniques were
used to determine the strength of the relationship between
the respective groups as cited in the preceding paragraph.
In order to determine an average weighting for each
criterion it was necessary to assign point values for each
criterion response made by the teachers, education chairmen
and authors.
The relative weights for the various criteria were
determined by adding all the points credited to a goal and
objective by respondents in the respective group and dividing
them by the number of respondents. This resulted in a mean
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ranking for each criterion for each of the three groups.
In order to test each of the hypotheses, a Spearman-
Rho rank-order correlation was the process chosen. To do
this, it was necessary to change the mean ranks for each
group into rank order.
The respective. rank orders by pairs of groups were
then checked for relationships by using the following formula:
e. = 1 - 6 ~ D2
N(N2_1)
where: ~ refers to the Spearman Rank-Order
Correlation Coefficient
D refers to any difference in rank
assigned by the respective groups
N is the nUmber of items ranked
In each case, the hypothesis of no relationship was
rejected if the coefficient obtained would have occurred less
than .05 of the time by chance.
Chapter 4
PRESENTATION OF THE DATA
This chapter presents the data and the analysis and
discussion of these data.
Presentation of the Data
The data in this investigation were collected from a
twenty-four item inventory based on the work of four major
authors of the Criteria for Describing and Assessing Competency
Based Programs. The inventory items were ranked for importance
by forty teachers, one hundred twenty-two teacher education
department chairmen, and four consortium representatives.
A total of forty-six inventories were mailed on August
15, 1976, to state "Teachers of the Year", and forty of these
inventories were completed and returned by October 15, 1976.
This was an eighty-seven percent return, with many state
teachers requesting the researcher to send a copy of the find-
ings directly to them for their information.
A total of one hundred fifty inventories were mailed
in August, 1977, to teacher education department chairmen and
one hundred twenty-two of these inventories were completed and
returned by October 15, 1977. This was an eighty-one percent
return, and like many state teachers, many teacher education
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department chairmen requested a copy of the findings of the
investigation.
A total of four inventories were mailed on August 15,
1976, to the four authors of the instrument. Each of these
consortium representatives had been contacted by phone prior
to receiving mailed inventories. At the time of the phone
contact, all four authors had agreed to participate. By
October 15, 1976, four of the inventories were completed and
returned. One author of the instrument indicated that each
item on the instrument was equally important. Thus, responses
for this one author were added in such a way that each item
received the same ranking as each other item. Three authors
requested a copy of the findings of the investigation.
Analysis
In order to indicate the findings of this particular
investigation, the investigator analyzed each of the twenty-
four criteria listed in the inventories in terms of the data
received from the sample involved in the study. Mean rankings
by group for each criterion were calculated.
The mean rankings were then rank-ordered for each
group. These ordered ranks were the data used in calculating
the correlations to determine the extent of agreement or dis-
agreement between the respective pairs of groups. These are
shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
Ranks of the Mean Rankings of Goals. and Objectives in Terms of
their Importance as Seen by Teacher Education Department
Chairmen, Consortium R~presentatives,
and Master Teachers
Item #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Teacher Education
Department Chairmen
14
16.5
15 .
18
16.5
13
22
20
21
19
24
23
7
8
12
10.5
10.5
1
2
5
3
5
9
5
Consortium
Representatives
1
3
20
17
7
15
6
21
8
2
4.5
12
10.5
13.5
17
22
10.5
19
23
4.5
9
24
17
13.5
Master
Teachers
8
10
5
14
12
2
9
11
3
4
7
15
16
13
17
19
20
22
23
21
18
24
1
6
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Table 2 contains the ranks of the mean rankings for
teacher education department chairmen and master teachers.
This information concerns Hypothesis #1 which states:
Hypothesis #1: There is no relationship between the
perceptions of master teachers and
teacher education department chairmen
concerning the relative importance of
specific goals and obj.ectives held
for teacher preparation programs.
The data in Table 2 result in a Spearman rank order
correlation (Rho) between the rank orders of these character-
istics for Teacher Education Department Chairmen and Master
Teachers of -.552. This negative relationship is significant
(p.c::..05) and indicates a tendency for master teachers to rank
as more important those goals and objectives which chairmen
of teacher education departments rank as less important.
A coefficient of this magnitude would occur less than
once in twenty times by chance if there were no relationship in
terms of relative importance of these characteristics as viewed
by master teachers and chairmen of teacher education depart-
ments. Thus, the hypothesis of no relationship is rejected.
Table 3 contains the ranks of the mean rankings for
teacher education chairmen and authors. This information con-
cerns Hypothesis #2 which states:
Hypothesis #2: There is no relationship between the
perceptions of teacher education de-
partment chairmen and consortium repre-
sentatives of the National Consortium
of Competency Based Teacher Education
concerning the relative importance of
specific goals and objectives held for
teacher education programs.
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TABLE 2
Ranks of the Mean Rankings of Goals and Objectives
in Terms of their Importance as Seen by
Teacher Education Department Chairmen
and Master Teachers
Teacher Education Master
D2Item # Department Chairmen Teachers D
1 14 8 6 36
2 16.5 10 6.5 42.25
3 15 5 10 100
4 18 14 4 16
5 16.5 12 4.5 20.25
6 13 2 11 121
7 22 9 13 169
8 20 11 9 81
9 21 3 18 324
10 19 4 15 225
11 24 7 17 289
12 23 15 8 64
13 7 16 - 9 81
14 8 13 - 5 25
15 12 17 - 5 25
16 10.5 19 - 8.5 72.25
17 10.5 20 - 9.5 90.25
18 1 22 -21 441
19 2 23 -21 441
20 5 21 -16 256
21 3 18 -15 225
22 5 24 -19 361
23 9 1 8 64
24 5 6 - 1 1
'!5iO
e= 1 - 62 D2
N(N2_1)
= 1 - 6(3570)
24 (575)
= 1 - 21420 = 1 -1.552 = -.552
13800
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TABLE 3
Ranks of the Mean Rankings of Goals and Objectives
in Terms of their Importance as Seen by
Teacher Education Department Chairmen
and Consortium Representatives
Item #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
Teacher Education
Department Chairmen
14
16.5
15
18
16.5
13
22
20
21
19
24
23
7
8
12
10.5
10.5
1
2
5
3
5
9
5
Consortium
Representatives
1
3
20
17
7
15
6
21
B
2
4.5
12
10.5
13.5
17
22
10.5
19
23
4.5
9
24
17
13.5
D
13
13.5
- 5
1
9.5
- 2
16
- 1
13
17
19.5
11
- 3.5
- 5.5
- 5
-11.5
o
-18
-21
0.5
- 6
-19
- 8
- 8.5
169
182.25
25
1
90.25
4
256
1
169
289
380.25
121
12.25
30.25
25
132.25
o
324
441
0.25
36
361
64
72.25
3186.0
e = 1 - 6ZD 2
N(N2_1)
= 1 - 6(3186)
24(575)
= 1 - 19116 = 1-1.385 = -.385
13800
consor-
consor-
The data in Table 3 result. in a
(Rho) between t.he rank orders of
for teacher education department.
representatives of -~385~ Th.is
iO.L.~u.L.ficant(p'::7' .05) and indicates a
representatives to rank as more
objectives which chairmen of teacher
;to rank as less important.
no relationsh.ip is rejected.
Table 4 contains the ranks of the mean
teachers and consort.ium
concerns Hypothesis 13
Hypothesis '13: There is no
perceptions
members of
Competency Based
concerning the relative importance of
specific goals and objectives held
for teacher education programs.
The data in Table 4 result in a Spearman rank order
correlation (Rho) between the rank orders of these character-
istics for master teachers and consortium representatives of
.363. This positive relationship is significant (p< .05) and
indicates a tendency for master teachers to rank as more
important those goals and objectives which consortium repre-
sentatives also rank as more important.
A coefficient of this magnitUde would occur less than
once in twenty times by chance if there were no relationship
in terms of relative importance of these characteristics as
viewed by master teachers and consortium representatives.
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TABLE 4
Ranks of the Mean Rankings of Goals and Objectives
in Terms of their Importance as Seen by
Consortium Representatives
and Master Teachers
Consortium Master
0 2Item # Representatives Teachers 0
1 1 8 - 7 49
2 3 10 - 7 49
3 20 5 15 225
4 17 14 3 9
5 7 12 - 5 25
6 15 2 13 169
7 6 9 - 3 9
8 21 11 10 100
9 8 3 5 25
10 2 4 - 2 4
11 4.5 7 - 2.5 6.25
12 12 15 - 3 9
13 10.5 16 - 5.5 30.25
14 13.5 13 0.5 0.25
15 17 17 0 0
16 22 19 3 9
17 10.5 20 - 9.5 90.25
18 19 22 - 3 9
19 23 23 0 0
20 4.5 21 -15.5 240.25
21 9 18 -- 9 81
22 24 24 0 0
23 17 1 16 256
24 13.5 6 7.5 56.25
1464.50
e. = 1 - 62. D2 = 1 -
N(N2_1)
6(1464.50)= 1 - 8787 = 1- .637 = .363
24(575) 13800
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se groups agree. to the extent that the relationship is
significant. Thus, the hypothesis of no relationship is
rejected.
The criteria for competency-based education have been
categorized into five, general topic areas by the consortium
representatives. These are shown in Table 5 with the respec-
tive rankings of each of the criteria as well as mean rankings
by category for teacher education department chairmen, con-
sortium representatives and master teachers. Criteria 1-6
describe competency specifications. These concern how compe-
tency statements are determined, written, measured and used.
Examination of mean rankings of those competency speci-
fications indicated in Table 5 reveals one notable factor.
There appears to be more agreement between consortium repre-
sentatives (l0.5) and master teachers (8.5) than between
either of those groups and teacher education department chair-
men (15.5). Master teachers and consortium representatives
rank these characteristics higher in relative importance than
do teacher education department chairmen.
Items 7-12 deal with instruction. These criteria
reflect system, order and direction. These instructional
competencies focus on the job to be learned. This instruction
helps the learner acquire subject matter, skills and attitudes
and synthesize them back into the specified competencies.
The instruction criteria facilitate this process.
Examination of the mean rankings of instruction cri-
teria reveals that there is more agreement between master
TABLE 5 68
Ranks of the Mean Rankings of Goals and Objectives in
Terms of their Importance as Seen by Teacher Education
Department Chairmen, Consortium Representatives, and
Master Teachers on Criteria Concerning Competency
Specifications by Category and Mean Rank
by Category
ITEMS
#
TEACHER EDUCATION CONSORTIUM MASTER
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN REPRESENTATIVES' TEACHERS
Instruction
7 22
8 20
9 21
10 19
11 24
12 23
Mean 21.5
14
16.5
15
18
16.5
13
Mean 15.5
Specifications
1 8
3 10
20 5
17 14
7 12
15 2
10.5 8.5
6 9
21 11
8 3
2 4
4.5 7
12 15
8.92 8.17
10.5 16
13.5 13
17 17
22 19
10.5 20
14.7 17.0
19 22
23 23
21.0 22.5
4.5 21
9 18
24 24
17 1
13.5 6
13.6 14.0
5
3
5
9
5
1
2
5.4
1.5
7
8
12
10.5
10.5
9.6
Management
1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean
Assessment
13
14
15
16
17
competency
Mean
18
19
Mean
Total Program
20
21
22
23
24
Governance and
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teachers (8.17) and consortium representatives (8.92) than
between either of those groups and teacher education depart-
ment chairmen (21.5). Again, master teachers and consortium
representatives rank these characteristics higher in rela-
tive importance than teacher education department chairmen.
Criteria 13-17 focus the attention of the user upon
the assessment procedures and competency measures. The cri-
teria describe items reflecting validity and reliability
concerns and contains implications for the determination of
"levels" of demonstration, the data, their management and
usefulness, and the pUblic nature of the measures.
Examination of mean rankings of the assessment criteria
reveals that the consortium representatives' mean ranking of
these characteristics (14.7) in terms of relative importance
is between the mean rankings of these five characteristics by
teacher education department chairmen (9.6) and master
teachers (17.0). The highest relative mean ranking for
assessment criteria was made by teacher education department
chairmen while the lowest was by master teachers.
Items 18 and 19 concern governance and management.
Governance refers to the controlling, regulating and directing
of program operation. It deals with the policies and processes
which keep the system functioning. Program management refers
to administering and supervising the activities of the program
in accord with the policy. It includes responsibilities for
facilitating operations by processing needed resources such as
equipment, personnel and materials.
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Examination of mean rankings of the. governance and
criteria reveals that there is more agreement
master teachers (22.5) and consortium representatives
.0) than between either of those two groups and teacher
department chairmen (1.5). Teacher education depart-
chairmen see governance and management as relatively more
1rnportant than do either consortium representatives or master
teachers.
The criteria in items 20-24 direct attention to those
concerned with the total operation of the program. These
1ude staff and staff development characteristics, research
and discrimination activities, the institutional flexibility
necessary for a successful program and aSsessment of the total
program as a unified integrated system.
An examination of the mean rankings of total program
criteria reveals that once again, master teachers (14.0) and
consortium representatives (13.6) agree more closely with each
other than does either group with teacher education department
chairmen (5.4). Teacher education department chairmen view
total program criteria as relatively more important than do
either consortium representatives or master teachers.
There is generally strong agreement between master
teachers and consortium representatives in terms of relative
importance for specific groups of goals and objectives for
teacher education training programs. Sizable differences in
mean rankings of criterion groups occurred between these two
groups and teacher education department chairmen.
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Table 6 shows the mean rankings of the five criterion
for each of the three groups of subjects and the order
relative importance for each criterion group. Of particu-
note is that the order of importance is identical for
teachers and consortium representative.s while the order
markedly different for teacher education department chair-
men.
It is apparent from the information in Table 6 that
teacher education department chairmen view as most important
those criteria which have to do largely with program control
while the other groups' views favor those criteria concerned
with program and instruction content.
TABLE 6
Mean Ranks and Order of Relative Importance of
Criterion Groupings by Subject Groups
CRITERION GROUPINGS
TEACHER EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN
Mean Rank
CONSORTIUM
REPRESENTATIVES
Mean Rank
MASTER
TEACHERS
Mean--1{ank
Competency Specifications
Instruction
Assessment
Governance and Management
Total Program
15.5 4th 10.5 2nd 8.5 2nd
21.5 5th 8.9 1st 8.2 1st
9.6 3rd 14.7 4th 17.0 4th
1.5 1st 21.0 5th 22.5 5th
5.4 2nd 13.6 3rd 14.0 3rd
-..J
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
The purpose of this study was to determine the extent
to which the relative importance of goals and objectives held
for teacher preparation programs varies between master
teachers, university teacher education department chairmen,
and authors of criteria for teacher competency-based programs.
A stratified random sampling procedure was employed to
obtain a representative number of teacher education department
chairmen from accredited college and university programs
throughout the United States. Master teachers referred to
the individuals chosen as their respective state's tlTeacher
of the Year". By using the selections for the 1975-76 school
year, a potential group of 50 was available. Views from four
consortium representatives who were major authors of the
Criteria for Describing and Assessing Competency-Based Programs
from the National Consortium of Competency-Based Education
Centers were also solicited for the study.
Data were collected by the means of mailing an inven-
tory to be rank-ordered by each participant. The returns of
the inventory amounted to an eighty-seven per cent response
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Concerning the second hypothesis, a significant nega-
relationship occurred. This indicated a tendency for
representatives to rank as more important those
which chairmen of education departments ranked as less
important.
In relation to the third hypothesis, a significant
positive relationship occurred. This indicated a tendency
for master teachers and consortium representatives to hold
similar views toward the relative importance of specific
goals and objectives for teacher training programs.
Conclusions
1. There is disagreement in the relative importance
of specific goals and objectives for teacher education pro-
grams between master teachers and teacher education department
chairmen.
2. There is disagreement in the relative importance
of specific goals and objectives for consortium representa-
tives and teacher education department chairmen.
3. There is similarity in the relative importance
assigned specific objectives and goals of teacher education
programs by master teachers and consortium representatives.
4. Both master teachers and consortium representatives
place a high premium on instructional criteria which reflect
system, order and direction, and which help the learner acquire
subject matter, skills and attitudes and synthesize them back
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into the specific competencies.
5. In terms of various criteria groupings for programs,
teacher education department chairmen are more concerned with
the management and control of the program while teachers and
consortium representatives are more concerned about instruction
and competence.
Discussion
Since teachers and teacher education department chair-
men disagree on the relative importance of specific goals and
objectives for teacher education programs, it would appear
that perhaps there is some lack of understanding of what class-
room teachers need on the part of those charged with adminis-
tration of the teacher training programs. If that is reflected
in the training that teachers are receiving, then it is possible
that the effect of this training has been inadequate since it
has been a practice of most colleges to establish their curri-
culum and program emphasis on the basis of the faculty and those
in charge of the program. It is feasible that program emphases
may be inappropriate to what teachers need.
There is an apparent lack of communication between the
teacher education institutions and teachers, both prospective
and experienced. This would appear to be true simply because
of the lack of agreement that is evident between the relative
importance assigned to specific goals and objectives for teacher
education programs. There also appears to be a lack of
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communication between consortiums and teacher education
d.epartment chairmen. Possible implications include:
1. Dissatisfaction with training programs on the part
of practicing teachers.
2. Continuation of traditional programs when new
emphases should be considered.
3. A lack of relevant and available training for
experienced teachers choosing to update and continue their
training through the teacher training institutions.
If teacher dissatisfaction concerning teacher training
and retraining exists, and continues over a period of time,
then there may be a greater emphasis in on-going training and
retraining outside the purview of teacher training institu-
tions such as teacher controlled inservice, teachers' centers,
education agencies participating in teacher inservice, etc.
This, then, could lessen the traditional status and role of
the colleges and universities in the preparation of teachers.
Recommendations
1. Colleges and universities that train teachers
should begin to seek the advice and counsel of classroom
teacher representatives in order to determine what would be
most effective in providing training for prospective teachers.
2. School Superintendents and Directors of Education
should establish a program with their teachers in which those
things that teachers see as being particularly important to
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their effectiveness can have feedback. into the institutions
which supply the trai.ning for teachers.
3. Local educational agencies should establish in-
service programs in which classroom teachers, school admin-
istrators, local school districts, and teacher education
personnel from teacher training institutions can be informed
regarding goals and objectives for teacher preparation
perceived necessary for success in the role of classroom
teacher.
4. The U.S. Office of Education, National Institute
for Education, and Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary
Education, along with state and local accreditation agencies
and area education agencies, should sponsor and attend re-
gional meetings in which these experts in the field and
teacher representatives could address themselves to instruc-
tional needs most important to classroom teachers. This
information, then, could be fed back. into those systems which
provide teacher training.
5. Teacher training institutions need to include
in their research efforts in-depth studies of the needs of
the classroom teacher as perceived by the teacher if their
training programs are to meet the needs of their clientele.
6. Additional studies similar to this seem warranted.
When such studies are conducted, questions which might be
examined are:
(a) Are variations in emphases dependent on the sex
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of the respondent?
(b) Would women Teacher Education Department Chairmen
respond differently than male Teacher Education
Department Chairmen?
(c) What relationship is age to the response of the
participants?
(d) What relationship is experience to the response of
the participants?
(e) What relationship is training to the response of
the participants?
(f) To what extent would the above factors relate to
perceptions held as goals and objectives for
teacher education programs?
APPENDIX
Letters to Participants
and
Opinionnaire
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September, 1977
Des Moines, Iowa
Male
Female
Dear
I am currently engaged in a study to determine to what
extent master teachers, university and college teacher
education program chairmen, and a group of educational
specialists agree in their perceptions of the relative
importance of specific goals and objectives for teacher
education programs.
The results of this study will be useful to all teacher
training institutions in developing and/or modifying
their teacher training programs. Your assistance is
vital to the successful conduct of this study. It will
require only a few minutes of your time to complete.
The enclosed inventory consists of twenty-four teacher
training program criteria that may contribute to teacher
effectiveness if held as goals and objectives and imple-
mented in teacher training programs. Please rank the
enclosed inventory of criteria in order of importance
from one to twenty-four (one being most important, etc.)
and return it as soon as possible.
Enclosed is an addressed, stamped envelope for your con-
venience.
Thank you for your time and participation.
Sincerely,
Bettie Burres Youngs
Ed. Specialist
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September, 1977
Des Moines, Iowa
Dear
--------------,
I am currently engaged in a study to determine to what
extent master teachers, university and college teacher
education program chairmen, and you, the developers of
the Criteria for Describing and Assessing Competency
Based Programs agree in your perceptions of the relative
importance of specific goals and objectives for teacher
education competency based programs.
The results of this study will be useful to teacher train-
ing institutions in developing and/or modifying their
teacher training programs.
Your assistance is vital to the successful conduct of this
study. It will require only a few minutes of your time.
As you may recall, I telephoned you about this inventory
this summer asking for your assistance.
Please rank order the list of twenty-four criteria in
order of importance (one being most important, etc.) and
return it as soon as possible.
Enclosed is an addressed, stamped envelope for your con-
venience.
Thank you for your time and participation.
Sincerely,
Bettie Burres Youngs
Ed. Specialist
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___ Require~ competencies are based on an analysis of the
profess:-onal role(s) or a theoretical formulation of
profess:-onal responsibilities. (Emphasis is upon the
conn~c~~on.betweenp::ofessional competence and the
spec~f~ca.t~on of tra~nee learning experLences ,)
Statements of competency describe outcomes expected from
the performance of profession related functions or
those knowledges, skills, and attitudes thought'to be
essential to the performance of those functions.
Statements of competency facilitate criterion-referenced
assessment. (Assessment of trainee pe.rformance is based
upon measurable criteria rather than on standard norms.)
Competencies are treated as tentative predictors of
professional effectiveness, and are subjected to con-
tinual validation procedures.
Competencies are specified and made public prior to
instruction. (Required competencies and options are
known to learners as they enter the program.)
Learners completing the program demonstrate a wide range
of competency profiles. (Instead of having a list of
courses and a grade point average as the evidence of his
competency, the trainee has a competency profile as
evidence of his performance at specific tasks and a more
accurate index of professional capability.)
The instructional program builds the design of the
instructional program on the specified professional out-
come identified and expressed by competency statements.
Instruction which supports competency development is
organized into units of manageable size.
Instruction is organized and implemented so as to accom-
modate learner style, sequence preference, pacing and
perceived needs.
Learner progress is determined by demonstrated competence.
(The student is knowledgeable of the gen~ral nature of
competencies and criteria used to determ~ne the extent to
which performance approaches professional standards for
acceptability. )
The extent of learner's pr~gress in demonstrating compe-
tencies is made known to hlm throughout the program.
Instructional specifications are reviewed and revised
based on feedback data.
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Competency. measures are related validly to objectives.
(Assessment procedures can be logically derived from
and related to objectives.)
Competency measures are sp.ecific realistic, an.d sen.. s.l.'-
tive to nuance. (Measures asses~ consistency of per-
formance and reliability.)
Competency measures discriminate on the basis of
standards set for competency demonstration. (Standards
are realistic expectations of professional development.)
Data provided by competency measures are manageable and
useful in decision making. (Student and advisor examine
data on his performance and make decisions relative to
his progress in the program.)
Competency measures and standards are specified and made
public prior to instruction. (Requirements of the pro-
gram are known in advance both to students and to faculty.)
Policy statements are written to govern, in broad outline,
the intended structure, content, operation and resource
base of the program.
Management functions, responsibilities, procedures and
--- mechanisms are clearly defined and made explicit.
(Management decisions reflect stated program philosophy
and policy.)
Program staff attempt to model the attitudes and behaviors
desired of students in the program. (Staff brings to the
task their full human potential and concern so that stu-
dents experience instructional leadership which is con-
crete and related to life.)
Provisions are made for staff orientation, assessment,
improvement and reward. (Staff development activities
are recogni~ed as important as teaching, research, and
publication. Staff receives orientation to new per~pec­
tives and new demands, management procedures, learn1ng
commitments, and available resources.)
Research and dissemination activities are an integral
part of the total instructional. s~stem. (A resea::ch _
strategy for validating and rev1S1ng the program 1S oper
ational. )
Institutional flexibility is sUffici:nt ~or a~l as,pects
of the program. (The emphasis on.obJec~lves lm~lles
alternative instructional strateg1eS, d1~fer~nt1ated
staffin atterns, teaming, group det~rm1nat1on o~ appro-
priate ~O~lS and objectives, student 1nvolvement ln
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decision making, and more extensive and intensive coun-
seling. It also implies closer working relations with
schools and involvement of school people in object.ive
and instructional specifications.)
The program is planned and operated as a totally uni-
-~- fied, integrated system. (The program is continually
evaluated against the actual professional needs, and
refined based on feedback.)
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